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Graphic Novels? 

Comics?! 

Manga?!?





Arguing motorcycle dudes meme + 

graphic novels= this



Arguing motorcycle dudes meme + 

graphic novels= this



Arguing motorcycle dudes meme + 

graphic novels= this



So, what is a 

Graphic Novel?

FORMAT

vs GENRE

Format: general plan of organization, 

arrangement, or choice of material

Genre: …characterized by a particular style, 

form, or content

Source: Merriam-webster.com 



“Real Books”

https://www.google.ca

https://google.ca/


What to Expect When You’re Expecting a 

Presentation…

Serve some patrons 

Examine some top-notch Graphic Novel excerpts

Explore some important Graphic Novel collections



Adventures, Fantasy, Thrills, Heroes, Sci-Fi,

& Newspaper Cartoons



Wednesdays

My favorite day 

at WBRL



Time to meet our patrons!



Oliver

Devoted father of three

 Stamp collector

 Loves Non-Fiction & 

documentaries

 Favorite topics: History, war

 Thinks he’s read every book on 

WWII in the library



Non-Fiction



Non-Fiction

 Drawing the atrocities carried out by the Germans against the Jewish people as 

anthropomorphic cats killing mice (albeit in the same brutal, human ways the Nazis 

employed) allows students and other readers to immediately identify the allegiance of 

any character, as well as discuss the tragic violence with visuals so that the sheer number 

of victims and breadth of the tragedy could be accounted for in the absence of his father 

having any documents that survived the war, outside of his memories.

-Em, http://theroadvirus.com/visualtuesday/difficult-discussions/



Milly

 Sweet woman, makes quilts for charity

 Secretly loves being the “fly on the wall”

Devours tragic family stories & true crime

 Loves shock-value, gory details

 Sometimes enjoys a heartwarming 

biography for dessert



Biographies, Memoirs, True Crime



Google Doodles: 

International Women’s Day, March 8 2018



Lee

Quiet and soft spoken young man. 

Likes to sit in the stacks against the 

books

Has a good and generous heart

 Enjoys putting himself in others’ shoes

Not big on fantasy stories generally

Will read anything with relatable 

characters and situations



Drama, Slice of Life & Literary Fiction



Aanya

Nearly finished High School

 Stands up for her beliefs; is a loyal friend

Has read most Stephen King books at least 2 times

Also loves splatter films (“and reality TV, but keep it 

on the DL!”)

 Favorite day of the year is Halloween



Strange & Unusual, Perhaps Horrifying



Peter

 Really kind & smart guy, just started college. 

Math is not his favorite subject…

Volunteers at the SPCA on weekends

 Taking Statistics 101 as a prerequisite for his 

B.ED

 Thinks he has a statistically high chance of 

failing the class

Overwhelmed by his massive, dry textbook



Learning Material & Informational



Learning Material & Informational



Dasha

Wears her heart on her sleeve

 Searching for The One

 Loves imagining herself as the leading lady in 

romance stories

 Is starting to get bored of the Harlequins she used 

to devour- wants something new and exciting



Romance



Amelia

 6 years old

Very skilled at weaving complex bead 

bracelets

 “Reading isn’t fun!” 

 “Mom says I should be reading chapter 

books!”

 “But it’s booooring! Mom, can’t I play on 

the Ipads?!”



Kids, Reluctant Readers



Kids, Reluctant Readers

 They attract reluctant readers and bookworms. They lure teen boys, 

while retaining the qualities beloved by teen girls. They work for ESL 

students, teach visual literacy and sequencing, and, above all else, 

they are widely popular with an adolescent audience. If you listen to 

the praise heaped on the format by its followers, you may think that 

graphic novels will do everything, including walk your dog and make 

your teeth whiter.

-from The Truth about Graphic Novels by Fletcher-Spear, Jenson-Benjamin and Copeland



Mohinder

Devastatingly handsome

 Brings Tim Hortons to library staff “just because!”

Always dreaming of where to visit next

 Puts a request on new Lonely Planet guides as soon as 

they appear in the catalogue

 If the Current Issue of a travel magazine is missing from 

the shelf, you know who is sitting in his favorite chair in 

the corner with it!



Travel & Learn About The World



Suki 

Can light up a room with her infectious smile

Uses the library computers a few times a week

Obsessed with memes and “make you laugh” 

video compilations

 Snorts when she laughs, denies it

Hasn’t read a book since she finished high 

school, but loves those little web comics that 

her friends tag her in on Facebook



Comedy



Saeed

 Proud grandfather

Always attends library Movie Nights with his friends

 Frequents the DVD collection (loudly flips through the 

cases, tsk tsk)

 Says he’s not really a big reader, but will sometimes 

check out “Based On The Motion Picture” novels 

when he sees them on display



TV, Movie & Characters



Todays Assignment…

Get to know Graphic 

Novels!



Get To Know Graphic Novels!

 Questions To Consider:

 What is this book about? Does this book seem to have 

defining characteristics of any particular genre?

 Does this book challenge any preconceived notions that 

myself or others may have about Graphic Novels?

 Would I like to read this book? Can I think of someone who 

might like to read this? Could I recommend this book?

 Does the Graphic Novel format work especially well for the 

content of this book? Why or why not?



Excerpt Group A: Yogurt Short Comics

by Lee Cheong Loong (YogurtM)



Excerpt Group B: Love is Love (anthology) 

organized by Marc Andreyko



Excerpt Group C: Relish by Lucy Knisley



Excerpt Group D: The Life-changing Manga of 

Tidying Up by Marie Kondo 



Excerpt Group E: We’re More than Just Beads 

& Feathers by Jason Eaglespeaker



Excerpt Group F: Love: The Tiger 

by Frédéric Brrémaud & Federico Bertolucci



Diverse Reads



Manga

Email from staff: 

“Patron Comment”

February 14th, 2018

Hello,

I had a patron make a comment about a new manga series we received, called Trinity Seven. 

The patron told me that most Japanese manga are quite explicit and that these items should not 

be out for children to see. The items in question do have warning labels on them, however the 

covers are very suggestive and they were displayed on one of the panels facing the stairs…



Manga & Anime

In Japan



Manga

“In the 1960’s, during the height of Bat-

Mania, mangaka (comic book creator) 

Jiro Kuwata was commissioned to write 

and draw a series of original Batman 

comics for the Japanese market.”



Manga



FNMI



LGBTQ



Canadian 



Tough Stuff, Serious Topics 

& Overcoming Adversity

“Hayes uses the 

graphic novel 

format to demystify 

what can be a very 

intimidating and 

often lonely 

experience”

-www.sequential.cc



Tough Stuff, Serious Topics 

& Overcoming Adversity

 “The argument has been made that 
graphic novels are a preferable venue 
for communicating and working 
through trauma- preferable over 
fiction, for instance, because they 
allow space for visual representation 
of experiences and memories that are 
unspeakable, for which there are no 
words.”

-Jessica Langston

“Once Upon a Time This Was a True Story: Indigenous Peoples Graphic Novels and 
Orature” excerpted from “The Canadian Alternative: Cartoonists, Comics & Graphic 
Novels”



April 13, 2018

Children’s Services has selected Healthy 
Aboriginal Network (HAN) to develop two 
comic books aimed at youth suicide 
prevention – one will target First Nations youth 
while the other will target Metis youth…

“The books… will be used to inform the 
development of Indigenous youth suicide 
prevention activities – as a tangible tool for 
communities to use, as well as a way to 
engage with youth in the development of 
these resources,” Cooper said.

Source: https://globalnews.ca/news/4142806/alberta-government-developing-suicide-prevention-comic-books-for-indigenous-youth/



Graphic Novels for Bibliophiles



Award Winners & Noted Works: One Example

(Don’t just take my word for it!)

"Comics as poetry, comics as painting, comics as 
dance―Koch's diaphanous, impressionistic work opens up 
vast and unexplored possibilities for the medium, all while 
attuned to minuscule details." ― Sean Rogers, The Globe 
and Mail 100 Best Books of the Year

"This is the artist 

transforming the 

idea of comic 

books." ― Rebecca 

Bates, Nylon



Library & School Staff: Reflect

 Where is my Graphic Novel collection(s) located? 

 Do my patrons/students know about the Graphic 

Novel collection? Have I used Graphic Novels in 

my title displays?

 How familiar am I with Graphic Novels? Am I 

comfortable recommending them?

 Does my library’s Graphic Novel collection reflect 

the diversity of our community and our world?

 Could Graphic Novels be used in my 

programming/lesson plans/extracurricular 

activities? 

visual 
learners

Think: 
Programming, 
lesson plans, 
extracurricular 
activities

sequencing

literature 
study 

inferencing

artstorytelling

multimodal 
literacy

differentiated 
learning

cross-
curricular 

connections

love of 
reading



So then, what IS a graphic novel!?

 Adventures, Thrills, Heroes & Newspaper Cartoons

 Non-Fiction

 Biographies, Memoirs, True Crime

 Drama, Slice-of-life & Literary Fiction

 Strange & Unusual, Perhaps Horrifying

 Learning Material & Informational 

 Romance

 Kids, Reluctant Readers

 Travel & Learn About the World

 Comedy

 TV, Movie & Characters

 Diverse Reads

 Manga

 FNMI

 LGBTQ

 Canadian

 Tough Stuff, Serious Topics & Overcoming Adversity 

 Graphic Novels for Bibliophiles

 Award Winners & Noted Works

 AND SO MUCH MORE!

ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES,

including…



Check Out My Title & Resource Lists!

(Available in the Library Toolshed)



Get In Touch 

With Me!

Copyrighted information for this session collected and distributed for Educational Use according to the Fair 
Dealing provision of the Copyright Act. “Patron” characters are fictional and any similarities to real persons 
living or dead are purely coincidental.


